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Wenger's summer signings show no mercy at Anfield 
Liverpool 0 Arsenal Podolski 31, Cazorla 68 2 Referee H Webb Attendance 44,932 
Sometimes analysing a football team through the prism of the transfer window 
can give a distorted view. For Arsenal, disappointment in the transfer market was 
eased yesterday by a reminder of the quality within their squad; for Liverpool, the 
return to Barclays Premier League action served to illustrate the size of the 
challenge facing Brendan Rodgers. Goals from Lukas Podolski and Santi Cazorla, 
two summer acquisitions, gave Arsenal their first victory of the season, after two 
goalless draws, and left Liverpool with one point from three Premier League 
matches. Nobody said it would be easy for Rodgers, but, having loaned Andy 
Carroll to West Ham United on Thursday in the belief that a replacement would 
be signed, the new Liverpool manager seems to recognise that life just got harder. 
Life has not been easy for Arsene Wenger these past few years. With Robin van 
Persie joining the recent exodus of star players from the Emirates Stadium, a 
sense of anguish among Arsenal's supporters is understandable. But this was an 
accomplished performance, made all the more satisfying by the contributions of 
Cazorla and Podolski, but perhaps above all by a strong performance from Abou 
Diaby, who is striving to put the past couple of injury-ravaged seasons behind 
him. The truth, however, is that Arsenal did not even have to operate at full 
capacity. They worked hard and counter-attacked intelligently, using the energy 
of Diaby and the guile of Cazorla, but it was not a classic performance from 
Wenger's team. It did not have to be, such was the way that Liverpool, having 
showed glimpses of promise before half-time, faded in the second half before 
Cazorla's first goal in English football, which was facilitated by another 
questionable piece of goalkeeping by Pepe Reina. If anything, Arsenal had looked 
the more vulnerable in the opening stages, with Vito Mannone continuing to 
deputise in goal for the injured Wojciech Sczeszny, the inexperienced duo of Carl 
Jenkinson and Kieran Gibbs at full back and Per Mertesacker on a yellow card 
from the moment he tugged back Luis Suarez in the sixth minute. It seemed like a 
backline that was ripe for Suarez to torment, but the Liverpool forward had a poor 
game, starved of service for long periods and making poor decisions on the rare 
occasions the ball reached him. Raheem Sterling, the 17-year-old winger, was one 
of the few Liverpool players to ask serious questions of the Arsenal defence, but 
most of the visiting team's problems were caused by their own carelessness. 
Jenkinson and Mertesacker both surrendered possession in dangerous areas in 
the first half, but, with Fabio Borini making little headway on the right-hand 
side, Liverpool's forward line lacked the incisiveness to punish those mistakes. 
In midfield, Nuri Sahin was making his debut after his arrival on loan from Real 
Madrid, but, lacking match fitness, the game passed him by. The same could not 
be said of Diaby, who, perhaps for the first time in two years, is starting to look 
like his old self. Arsenal barely threatened for the first half-hour, but counter-
attacked with speed and ruthless efficiency for the first goal. Thomas Vermaelen's 
interception allowed Podolski to pick out Cazorla, who strolled through the 
middle of the pitch and returned the pass to Podolski, who, having made an 
intelligent run, guided a precise shot past Reina. Not for the first time this season, 
a stray Liverpool pass had been punished. And not for the first time, Gerrard was 
culpable. His mistake for Manchester City's first goal a week earlier had been 
overshadowed by Martin Skrtel's back-pass for the second, but yesterday, as he 
played a pass short while Suarez went long, there was no hiding place. From that 
moment on, Arsenal looked fairly comfortable, Mikel Arteta joining Diaby in 
underpinning their midfield play. The only Liverpool player to trouble them before 
half-time was Sterling, who rattled the outside of a post with a left-foot shot after 
a bodyswerve took him away from Vermaelen. Two minutes later a clever touch 
took Sterling into their penalty area, where he fell under Mertesacker's challenge, 
but the defender's tackle was perfect, as was Howard Webb's reading of it. 
Webb had a more marginal call to make soon after half-time, when Suarez felt he 
was held by Mertesacker as Borini crossed from the right. But for 
all Liverpool's attempts to pass through midfield, their most promising moment in 
the second half came when Reina's long kick resulted in an exchange between 
Stewart Downing, a substitute, and Suarez, whose shot was pushed over the 
crossbar by Mannone. Downing gave Liverpool a little more urgency, but neither 
he nor any other Liverpool player showed anything like the quality of Cazorla, 
who continually drifted into space and, with the ball at his feet, looked for others 
on the same wavelength. His understanding with Podolski is particularly 
encouraging, the pair combining to set up Gibbs, whose left-foot shot was well 
saved by Reina. But when Podolski and Cazorla combined in the inside-left 
position again on 68 minutes, this time with the latter working his way into a 
shooting position, Reina's reaction was far less impressive. The goalkeeper was 
beaten too easily from a tight angle by Cazorla, who now has a goal to enhance 
the strong impression he has made in his first three matches for Arsenal. 
There was no way back for Liverpool. Jonjo Shelvey, like Downing, made a 
reasonable impact from the substitutes' bench, but it was one of those 
afternoons when Rodgers needed something different - even if that meant 
Carroll, a player whom he does not hold in high regard - to mix up his forward 
line. 
No doubt Arsenal will have days like that this season, when Van Persie, the scorer 
of a hat-trick for United against Southampton yesterday, will be sorely missed. 
But even without Van Persie, Wenger's team possess top-four quality. Liverpool? 
They are miles off. 
 

 
Liverpool could move for Michael Owen following defeat to Arsenal 
A fitting end to a dreadful few days in the Liverpool reign of Brendan Rodgers 
stemmed from a superior Arsenal display, carelessness and another error from 
the once formidable José Reina. But it was strikers in absentia who hogged the 
limelight. The Liverpool manager admitted he would never have loaned Andy 
Carroll to West Ham United had he foreseen Friday's non-transfer deadline day 
and will consider an Anfield return for Michael Owen. 
Arsène Wenger appeared mildly irritated as he entered the Anfield press room 
having been made to wait an age to review Arsenal's first win of the season by 
Rodgers's inquest into Liverpool's shambolic end to the transfer window. Wenger 
was lucky he was not kept waiting all night. A rift has opened between the 
Liverpool manager and the club's owners, Fenway Sports Group, after they 
refused to offer more than £4m to Fulham for Clint Dempsey 24 hours after 
Carroll's exit and Rodgers's diplomacy could not disguise it. 
Asked if he would have sanctioned Carroll's move knowing what was to come on 
Friday, Rodgers said only: "No." Asked how confident he was that a replacement 
was coming in when he allowed Carroll to go, he said: "Very." It was the 
admission that Owen is under consideration eight years after leaving Anfield and 
four months after being released by Manchester United that showed the 
desperation that now prevails. "Any player that I believe can improve the squad I 
will look at. No question," added Rodgers. "We have a very small group – 19 
players trained [on Saturday], with young players amongst that. I cannot say no." 
Owen has been offered a two-year contract worth a basic £1.5m a year by Stoke 
and can sign at any time as a free agent. Didier Drogba is not an option at 
presentas his contract with Shanghai Shenhua has not been cancelled. 
How Arsenal revelled in Anfield's problems. Off the pitch, their supporters 
chanted "Andy Carroll, he would have scored that" as Jonjo Shelvey squandered a 
late chance. On it, the summer signings Lukas Podolski and Santi Cazorla scored 
Arsenal's first league goals of the season while Theo Walcott, a player Rodgers 
had hoped to sign and will make a renewed attempt for in January, sat on the 
bench throughout. Liverpool had their moments and three penalty claims denied 
by the referee, Howard Webb, but otherwise no complaints at a merited defeat. 
This may not be the free-flowing, expansive Arsenal side of old but their midfield 
trio of Abou Diaby, Mikel Arteta and Santi Cazorla dominated their opponents and 
a third clean sheet of the season supported Wenger's conviction that the 
potential for vast improvement exists. Rodgers, by contrast, has yet to record a 
league win as Liverpool manager and this is the club's worst start after three 
games since 1962. Whatever the ramifications from Liverpool's non-event of a 
transfer deadline day, Rodgers started with a potent lineup improved from last 
Sunday's draw with Manchester City by the return from suspension of Daniel 
Agger and the full debut of Nuri Sahin. Fabio Borini put efforts high and wide, 
Agger should have done better with a free header from a Steven Gerrard corner 
and Raheem Sterling spun and shot against the outside of the post after a 
knockdown from the Liverpool captain. Gerrard's attempt at a first-time pass to 
Luis Suárez deep into Arsenal territory was to have damaging consequences, 
however. Podolski intercepted it and played a good ball through to Cazorla before 
sprinting half the length of the pitch for the return. Cazorla, calmness and 
awareness personified, delivered the return Podolski's effort deserved and the 
German international buried Arsenal's first league goal under Reina into the far 
corner of the goal in front of the Kop. Olivier Giroud then wasted a clear chance 
to open his Arsenal account before Cazorla put the game beyond Liverpool. Again 
it was easily avoidable. The Spain international compounded a bad week for 
Liverpool and Reina – guilty of a poor error against Hearts in midweek – when he 
exchanged passes with Podolski and tried his luck with a shot hard and low. The 
ball flew under his compatriot's grasp and in. Rodgers said: "The goals we 
conceded had nothing to do with systems or style, or the tactical element. We 
gave the ball away for the first goal and didn't do well enough to stop the shot. 
The second goal, we had enough bodies behind the ball to defend the goal. These 
are the hard yards you have to put in early on but I wouldn't change it for 
anything." Liverpool had appealed loud but in vain for second half penalties when 
Per Mertesacker wrestled with Suárez and when the ball hit Thomas Vermaelen's 
arm, but rarely threatened a recovery. It was, in the grand scheme of things, the 
least of Rodgers's concerns. As he explained: "It is a learning process for the 
owners as well. They have come in and invested well over £100m and then they 
have made the change for whatever reason and one of the most iconic figures in 
the club's history has left. They made the change and made a big commitment to 
have me here for the longer term. "I have a group of people I worked well with 
and the owners have been very up front and honest with me. I have no problem 
with that. There are obviously one or two things we need to iron out but the 
owners have been very honest and haven't misled me in any way whatsoever. 
There are operational things we need to sort out and if we do that, that will help 
us in the next transfer window. "I have spoken to people back in America since 
Friday. They have my thoughts. We move on and will reflect on it next week. The 
reality is not a lot is done in January but we certainly need help." 
He would not expand any further. "It's gone," said Rodgers on the issue of Carroll, 
who can be recalled by Liverpool in January. The optimism and tranquillity he had 
hoped to find at Anfield has vanished too. 
Man of the match Abou Diaby (Arsenal) 
 

http://www.guardian.co.uk/uk/liverpool
http://www.guardian.co.uk/football/arsenal
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Rodgers left to walk alone as Podolski and Cazorla fire Gunners 
When Brendan Rodgers decided to cover the walls of his new office with 
photographs of Liverpool’s glorious past, he probably did not expect to be making 
history here quite so soon himself. But the club’s worst league start in 50 years is 
one he has to live with after seeing his side lose this encounter in a manner that 
suggests the road ahead is going to be a difficult one for the Northern Irishman. 
If the transfer window was supposed to have been bad business for both 
Liverpool and Arsenal, only one side appeared to have taken a significant step 
backwards on Sunday. While Arsenal were able to celebrate their first league 
goals of the season from their two most exciting acquisitions of the summer, 
Liverpool could only mourn the departure of the one player they could have used 
when Lukas Podolski opened the scoring and the sensational Santi Cazorla 
doubled the advantage for the visitors. What on earth is Andy Carroll doing on 
loan at West Ham? It looked like a ludicrous decision here at Anfield, and one 
Rodgers was quick to point out he would not have made had he realised the 
striker he had identified to replace England’s most expensive footballer was not 
going to sign. Rodgers was extremely dignified in the way he fielded the questions 
after the match, declining the invitation to criticise his American employers for 
not recruiting an American - Clint Dempsey - now representing Tottenham. 
But he would have been perfectly justified in doing so given the situation with 
which he was confronted during this contest. He had not one striker on his bench, 
with Stewart Downing eventually sent on - a winger he wants to move to left back 
- to deliver crosses to a towering forward who wasn’t there. 
Rodgers said all he could say. That he would continue to work hard with what he 
has until such time as he can add reinforcements. But it is a desperate enough 
situation to consider a free agent like Michael Owen and he did not rule out a 
move for Didier Drogba either. 
On Sunday night Drogba’s advisers denied that the former Chelsea striker was 
available, insisting he has signed a hugely lucrative two-and-a-half-year contract 
with Shanghai Shenhua. But Rodgers has seen the reports claiming  otherwise and 
said he would at least be asking the question. 
He needs to do something and the international break does at least give him a bit 
of time before he takes his team to Sunderland on September 15. 
Arsene Wenger has had his own frustrations to contend with over the summer 
and one decent performance against a lacklustre Liverpool side is unlikely to 
remove all fears about the future. But this was a game with plenty of positives for 
the Arsenal manager, and not just because those two new signings secured three 
precious points. If Alex Song was a huge loss, Abou Diaby proved he can fill that 
void with a magnificent display in central midfield alongside a similarly impressive 
Mikel Arteta. Diaby has shone in the past, of course, inviting comparisons with 
Patrick Vieira before a series of serious injuries halted his progress. If he can 
remain fit he can become a hugely influential player for this Arsenal side. 
Rodgers experienced no such satisfaction. Fabio Borini was poor and Nuri Sahin - 
a player Wenger was desperate to sign - did not make the kind of impact he 
would have hoped for on his Liverpool debut. There was another decent 
contribution from Joe Allen, but little else to offer Liverpool’s new manager any 
comfort. It was Arsenal who made the more uncomfortable start, with Per 
Mertesacker and Carl Jenkinson passing with such inaccuracy that Liverpool must 
have thought they had 13 players. But one loose pass from Steven Gerrard and 
some poor defending from Glen Johnson and suddenly Arsenal had scored. 
Gary Neville was critical of both England players at half-time, putting his role as 
assistant to Roy Hodgson to one side to deliver a scathing assessment on 
television. And his criticism was justified, Johnson’s failure to track the run of 
Podolski enabling Cazorla to deliver a perfect diagonal pass which the German 
met with a marvellous finish. It was Arsenal’s first goal in 211 minutes of Barclays 
Premier League football and one that Liverpool had no real answer to. There was 
a moment when Raheem Sterling unleashed a shot that caught the outside of a 
post, and Rodgers thought his side could have had a penalty when Mertesacker 
wrestled with the ineffective Luis Suarez, but not much else. They were nothing 
like as incisive as Podolski and Cazorla, a second one-two between the pair 
bringing a second goal in the 69th minute. It was Cazorla who ignited and then 
completed the move, the pair passing through a static Liverpool defence again 
before Pepe Reina let the Spaniard’s shot bounce off his elbow and cross the line. 
It was a mistake Reina will not enjoy seeing again. By then Downing was already 
on the field, and he was followed from the bench by Jonjo Shelvey. In fairness to 
Shelvey, he forced Vito Mannone to make a couple of reasonable saves. But it was 
not Shelvey and Downing who Rodgers needed on Sunday. It was someone 
capable of scoring a goal; someone who cost the club £35million but is now at 
Upton Park. 
Liverpool: Reina, Johnson, Skrtel, Agger, Jose Enrique, Gerrard, Allen, Sahin 
(Shelvey 67), Borini (Downing 55), Suarez, Sterling. Subs not used: Jones, 
Henderson, Coates, Carragher, Kelly. 
Booked: Skrtel, Shelvey. 
Arsenal: Mannone, Jenkinson, Mertesacker, Vermaelen (Koscielny 90+1), Gibbs, 
Diaby, Arteta, Oxlade Chamberlain (Ramsey 73), Cazorla, Podolski (Andre Santos 
82), Giroud. Subs not used: Martinez, Walcott, Coquelin, Gervinho. 
Booked: Arteta, Mertesacker. 
Scorers: Podolski 31, Cazorla 68. 
Referee: Howard Webb. Attendance: 44,932.  
Read more: http://www.dailymail.co.uk/sport/football/article-
2197063/Liverpool-0-Arsenal-2-match-report-Lukas-Podolski-Santi-Cazorla-
target.html#ixzz25QbClUnc 
 

 
 Upon his unveiling, Brendan Rodgers set the long-term ambition of making trips 
to Anfield “the longest 90 minutes of the lives” of those who set foot in the place.  
He meant the opposition, but after an insipid defeat to Arsenal it may be the 
home supporters who suffer most torment in the short term, with the club’s 
owners complicit in creating another unwanted record — the worst start to a 
season for 50 years. 
Short of attacking options after being denied a deadline-day deal for Clint 
Dempsey, Rodgers is now considering re-signing Michael Owen, who is 32, too old 
but cheap, and said he would “ask the question” of Didier Drogba, 34, too old and 
expensive. 
It is desperate, but these are already chastening times for a manager let down by 
what he diplomatically referred to as “operational issues”. 
“Any player that I believe can improve the squad, I will look at — there is 
absolutely no question about that,” said Rodgers, who admitted he would not 
have let Andy Carroll go had he known there would not be a replacement. “We 
have got a very small group here. I cannot say no to anything. I have to look at 
ways to change the group. We need a reinforcement, that’s obvious.” 
Rodgers will struggle to convince his board to sign Owen, who has a two-year deal 
with Stoke on the table, but the former Liverpool striker would undoubtedly 
welcome the interest. 
Arsenal exposed Liverpool’s frailties, bereft not only of the firepower Rodgers 
craved, but also enough of the technically gifted personnel to play the high 
tempo, penetrative football he idolises. The defence is guilty of weekly 
aberrations too, Pepe Reina again culpable for Arsenal’s second by the 
outstanding Santi Cazorla. 
In many respects, Rodgers needed this wake-up call last week, as the encouraging 
signs against Manchester City created a false impression. The lunacy of not 
allowing the new manager to reinvest funds was evident as every home attack 
ended in the futility of a sole attacker challenging for a ball surrounded by six 
defenders. 
Luis Suárez was isolated and erratic. He often is. Too much is expected too soon 
of 17 year-old Raheem Sterling. Nuri Sahin ran out of breath early on his debut, 
and although Joe Allen was a standout performer again, Steven Gerrard is yet to 
find his form. What was apparent in Rodgers’ post-match inquest is the problem 
is not simply the new financial reality at Anfield, essential if the club are to abide 
by the fair play regulations John W Henry champions. It is the contradictory 
messages that are exasperating. 
Liverpool continue to behave and present themselves on the same level 
as Barcelona or Real Madrid, issuing statements about possessing resources to 
compete with anyone when they are years behind and cannot possibly guarantee 
the vast economic gap can ever be bridged. They knew they had to cut wages. The 
pay-offs to the last management team also impacted on the budget, so why did 
they not say so publicly? Rodgers will also be seeking assurances that his player 
recommendations are not being vetted and counter-assessed by others. He did, 
after all, take the job having negotiated the absence of a director of football. 
Fenway Sports Group lauds its now mythical 'advisers’ – supposedly highly-
respected names within football but presumably too shy or brave enough to be 
identified. It would be helpful to know who they are, just to be reassured (as 
some at Anfield genuinely fear) they are not internet nerds who sit at laptops 
downloading football manager software and telling Henry and chairman Tom 
Werner who they should and should not buy. 
What was clear on Friday is that even managing director Ian Ayre did not have the 
clearance to conclude the Dempsey deal. There are others at Anfield who, 
privately, were insisting a month ago it would never happen. Contradictory 
messages again. Rodgers was evidently working on a false premise but he has no 
intention of walking away already. 
“It’s been a big learning curve for the owners as well,” said Rodgers. “They have 
come in and invested over £100 million in the club. They have made big changes 
for whatever reason and one of the most iconic figures in Liverpool’s history has 
left the club. They have made a commitment to have me here for the long term. 
“I have a group of people that I work very well with. The owners are very honest 
and up front with me. I have got no problem with that. There are one or two 
things that we have to iron out, but they have been very honest and I don’t feel 
they have misled me in any way. There are just one or two operational things that 
we need to organise. If we do that, it will certainly help us in the next window and 
the window after that. 
“I have spoken to the people back in America. I have laid out my thoughts. We 
have had a couple of brief conversations about what might happen in January and 
we will reflect on that again next week, in terms of another conversation and the 
way forward. Hopefully now, going forward in the January window — a window 
when not a lot is done. 
“But if we need help by that stage — and I’m sure we will because we can play a 
maximum of 27 games and a minimum of 25 and we have a very small squad — 
we will need reinforcements and hopefully it will be ironed out by that stage. I’m 
not here to cry. I’m very proud to manage this club and I want to fight to keep us 
improving and moving forward.” 
If Liverpool’s results and performances deteriorate, what the club’s American 
owners consider prudence and pragmatism, others will see as negligence. 
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Arsenal leave Brendan Rodgers with plenty to ponder at Liverpool 
The world of Liverpool changes yet some things stay the same. When Bill Shankly, 
who would have been 99 yesterday, arrived at the club bursting with energy and a 
new philosophy in 1959, he wanted the money to buy Denis Law and Jack 
Charlton, to put his ideas into practice. The club refused him, much like Brendan 
Rodgers has been denied the money to equip his squad with Clint Dempsey, the 
player he was banking on when he let Andy Carroll go to West Ham. 
Yet Shankly's hard decade in management had already taught him that you need 
boardroom allies with influence – like Eric Sawyer, the Liverpool finance director 
he talked into buying Ian St John and Ron Yeats, who arrived at L4 instead of Law 
and Charlton and began creating history. Rodgers has been in the game for four 
years, not long enough to learn that you need cast-iron guarantees from the top 
before you start letting £35m strikers go. 
Rodgers came in for some harsh criticism from the television studios for releasing 
Carroll after his side's worst three-game start to a league season since 1962, 
though it was self-evident from the way he discussed Friday's transfer deadline 
day that he feels he has been sold up the river. 
"No," Rodgers said – immediately and very firmly – when asked would he have 
released Carroll if he had known Dempsey would not be his. "Very," he said, when 
asked was he confident that the American – a player denied to him late on Friday 
when the club decided that £7m was too much to pay for a 29-year-old – would 
be signed. The Northern Irishman declared of Friday's endgame that "there are 
one or two operational things we need to organise". His relationship with the 
managing director, Ian Ayre, is fine and this decision has been taken elsewhere in 
the hierarchy, where no one can say Rodgers has been less than transparent. "I 
would need to be a nutcase to even consider at this moment letting Andy Carroll 
go out, unless there are other solutions for that," he said, 11 days ago. 
It would help if the one first team front man Rodgers has acquired, Fabio Borini, 
looked like he was ready to put a smile on the manager's face. The Italian's 
snatched and premature 20-yard shot – several yards wide – when running at a 
retreating Arsenal defence four minutes into yesterday's game told of a man 
looking hard for a shot of confidence. The slumped shoulders and minimal eye 
contact with Rodgers when he left the field after a mere 54 minutes confirmed 
how little he has found. 
Luis Suarez has not been looking like a goal machine either, for all his energy and 
influence, and does not always possess an awareness of others who might be 
better placed to score, as he bursts around. Though some patience and a serious 
sense of perspective is required about the task of rebuilding Liverpool – which 
certainly won't happen in a month – Arsène Wenger was the manager who 
arrived with most questions asked about his summer's transfer work and left with 
most of them answered. 
Santi Cazorla demonstrated once again the benefits of investing £16m in a player 
with minimal resale value, and Lukas Podolski, another 27-year-old, also shone in 
the process of opening Arsenal's goal account for the season. It made the 
afternoon considerably worse for Rodgers that his own debutant Nuri Sahin, 
secured on loan from Real Madrid from under Wenger's nose, was so overrun by 
those players who decided the Emirates was their best option. 
As Europe's brightest talent at Borussia Dortmund the season before last, Sahin 
operated as an advanced midfielder but he was ineffective in today's holding role 
and powerless against the rapid counter-attacking play which yielded Arsenal 
their first goal of the season. After a loose ball from Steven Gerrard for Suarez – 
not his only one – was collected by Per Mertesacker and processed to Podolski, 
the German rapidly fed Cazorla, sprinted 60 yards down the left flank and took 
the ball back from the Spaniard to ease a left-foot shot into the left-hand corner 
of Pepe Reina's net. 
The greater concern for Rodgers was the way his midfield was cut away again 
three minutes later, allowing Olivier Giroud the excellent chance he screwed wide 
from 10 yards when he should have doubled the lead. Abou Diaby, the supplier, 
was sublime throughout. 
Problems have been appearing where Rodgers has least expected them and 
Reina's fumbling of a near-post shot from Cazorla, which deflected off his elbow 
into the same net where his error allowed Hearts a goal on Thursday was a 
worrying one, especially with the absence of any meaningful competition for his 
jersey. 
Cazorla did all the build-up work, with Podolksi operating as the axis of the one-
two between them on this occasion. Only Stewart Downing, one of the few 
remnants of the Kenny Dalglish era that Rodgers has not cleared out, managed to 
raise the energy, and Jonjo Shelvey found the target twice in the last five minutes. 
Rodgers also had further strong displays from Joe Allen and 17-year-old Raheem 
Sterling – his kind of player – to take away. 
After signing St John and Yeats, Shankly challenged the Liverpool board to "sack 
me if they can't play". Rodgers, with only 19 players training last week, won't be 
risking that kind of talk. 
Match facts 
Booked: Liv Skrtel, Shelvey. Ars Mertesacker, Arteta. 
Man of match Diaby. Match rating 8. Poss: Liv 53%. Ars 47%. 
Attempts on target: Liv 4. Ars 5. Referee H Webb (South Yorks). Att 44,932.  

 
New boys fire Gunners to impressive win 
NO Van Persie. No Song. No hope or ambition? 
No problem. Not for Arsene Wenger and his new-look Gunners at Anfield. 
Not when Santi Cazorla and Lukas Podolski already look so at home. Not when 
Abou Diaby, the forgotten man of the Emirates, can dominate with such ease, 
making the scale of Brendan Rodgers’ rebuilding job look ever more testing. 
Many of the Gunners fans who headed north were fearful, wondering if their 
players had the heart, the courage to fight. 
Questioning, after two blanks and the slew of summer departures, the club’s 
direction. 
By the time they began their journeys back to London, all had changed. 
Still unbeaten, still to concede – kudos, surely, must go to new assistant manager 
Steve Bould. And still a force to be reckoned with. 
Anfield, a suffering, cowed Anfield, witnessed first Gunners goals for Podolski and 
Cazorla, clinical finishes that emphasised the stark difference between the sides. 
As for Pepe Reina, the Liverpool keeper must now be dreaming of a game without 
a shocking blunder. 
The longer this one went on, the more pointed was the divide between the 
teams, the 99th anniversary of Bill Shankly’s birth bringing only pangs of 
frustration for Rodgers. 
Even those Arsenal players who began hesitantly, not least Per Mertesacker and 
Carl Jenkinson, ended composed and confident. 
And the ones who began with a flourish, stamping their authority in the key areas 
of the pitch, flowered, improved and bossed proceedings. 
Diaby did not make a start last season, just 17 the year before, yet he filled the 
Alex Song-sized void with impeccable drive and determination. 
Cazorla and Mikel Arteta were simply too cute for lacklustre, limited Liverpool, 
whose failure to back Rodgers’ judgement over Clint Dempsey seems even more 
bizarre. 
When it mattered, too, Arsenal had the killer thrust that punctured any home 
positivity, as witnessed in the 31st minute. 
Steven Gerrard’s attempt to find Luis Suarez was intercepted by Thomas 
Vermaelen and when the ball reached Podolski, Arsenal counter-attacked with -
devastating conviction. 
The German fed Cazorla but kept running 50 yards to take a beautifully-weighted 
return pass into space Glen Johnson failed to fill, picking his spot to squeeze a left-
foot shot past Reina. 
It was Arsenal’s first goal of the season and should have been followed with a 
second before the break. But Olivier Giroud, with Kieran Gibbs screaming for the 
pass that would have handed him an open goal, swung his left foot and sent the 
ball into the Kop. 
Liverpool were still asking Howard Webb why he had not awarded them a penalty 
when Raheem Sterling’s advance was halted by Mertesacker, although replays 
showed the centre-half had made contact with the ball. 
Sterling, fast becoming a local hero, had also turned the lumbering Jenkinson to 
fire against the outside of Vito Mannone’s post. 
The winger and Joe Allen were both more poised than many of Liverpool’s 
established stars. 
Arsenal, however, were altogether more inventive, neat and sharp. Cazorla duly 
bagged his first Premier League goal in the 68th minute. 
The Spaniard strolled away from substitute Jonjo Shelvey, played a pass to 
Podolski and took the return ball through the inside-left channel. 
But Reina will be debited with another blunder, allowing Cazorla’s shot through 
him and only helping it find the target. 
The purple strip is horrendous. The names have changed. But this is still -
recognisably a Wenger side. For Liverpool, though, the road to Rodgers’ way of 
playing seems a long one. 
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Lack of firepower and signings proving costly for LFC 
IT WAS an afternoon which graphically illustrated the folly of Liverpool FC’s 
transfer deadline day inactivity. As the club’s only two senior strikers, Luis 
Suarez and Fabio Borini, fluffed their lines, there was no-one for Brendan Rodgers 
to turn to. Arsenal took full advantage of the hosts’ alarming lack of firepower to 
inflict a painful defeat which magnified those feelings of disbelief and anger 
among Kopites at the club’s failure to replace Andy Carroll. 
What a difference a week makes. After the optimism generated by the 
performance against Manchester City, Liverpool go into the international break 
with fans suddenly fearful about what lies ahead. Where will the goals come from 
between now and January? Who will lead the line if Suarez pulls up lame or gets 
suspended? Suddenly, targeting those Champions League spots seems like a pipe 
dream. All the positivity generated by the dawn of a new era under Rodgers has 
been jeopardised by Liverpool’s failure to sign an attacker on deadline day with a 
small squad left looking threadbare. Rodgers bit his lip and was diplomatic 
yesterday when asked about missing out on the signature of Clint Dempsey, who 
ended up joining Tottenham for £6million. “It’s gone now,” he said. “We all know 
we needed reinforcements and the players needed help, but the window is shut, 
we can’t do anything about it now.” The manager was bitterly disappointed by 
the owners’ refusal to sanction the deal with Fulham. 
Rodgers believed 29-year-old Dempsey, who scored 17 league goals last season, 
would have been an ideal acquisition at a reasonable fee but those sentiments 
weren’t shared by John W Henry and Tom Werner. 
As Fulham bumped up the price, the Americans’ concern at Dempsey’s age and 
lack of sell-on value grew. The transfer collapsed and Spurs pounced. 
Internet message boards and social media sites have gone into meltdown with 
accusing fingers being pointed in the direction of Henry and Werner for not 
backing the manager. After all in the 24 hours prior to the deadline, Rodgers had 
got Carroll off the wage bill, banked a further £4million from Stoke City for Charlie 
Adam and packed off Jay Spearing on loan to Bolton. 
But Fenway Sports Group vehemently deny that Rodgers has paid the price for 
any cost-cutting measures. They insist money was available for an attacker and 
plenty of it but they simply weren’t prepared to pay what Fulham wanted for 
Dempsey. They weren’t convinced he was worth it. FSG were willing to bankroll a 
£15million swoop for Chelsea’s Daniel Sturridge who at 23 was a much more 
attractive proposition for the owners. However, the manager opted against 
pushing that deal through as he was only interested in taking Sturridge on loan. 
The striker didn’t want a temporary move so he remained at Stamford Bridge. 
What is crystal clear is that Liverpool took a huge gamble letting Carroll go before 
securing a replacement and collectively they’ve been left with egg on their face. 
The bench yesterday told you everything you need to know about the creative 
options at Rodgers’ disposal. Of the six outfield players, three were defenders, 
one was a £20million winger turned left-back and the others were Jordan 
Henderson and Jonjo Shelvey. Moroccan winger Oussama Assaidi should finally 
take his bow after the international break and young German striker Samed Yesil 
could be fast-tracked to provide competition along with Academy graduate Adam 
Morgan. But the fact that Liverpool haven’t ruled out making an approach to free 
agent Michael Owen, who is 32, injury prone and hasn’t played competitively 
since last November, is a damning indictment of the failure to get their business 
done last week. Rodgers could recall Carroll from West Ham if necessary in 
January but until then he must attempt to get more out of what he’s got. 
On the day Anfield paid tribute to Bill Shankly on what would have been his 99th 
birthday, Rodgers shared an unwanted piece of history with the legendary figure. 
Liverpool have taken just one point from their opening three league games for the 
first time since Shankly’s newly-promoted side struggled to get out of the blocks 
in 1962/63. It had all started so promisingly with the Reds outplaying the Gunners 
during the opening half hour. The impressive Joe Allen pulled the strings once 
again but for all their decent approach play, in the final third the home side were 
toothless. It’s still early days for Borini but he has yet to show why the club 
invested £11million in him. The Italian wasted two decent early openings, gave 
the ball away cheaply and was a passenger for long periods. It was no surprise 
when Borini was hauled off early in the second half. Suarez got no change out of 
referee Howard Webb but he was uncharacteristically sloppy in possession and 
once again some gilt-edged chances went begging. As well as a failure to score 
goals, Rodgers will be alarmed by how easily opponents are profiting at the other 
end. Arsenal had barely threatened before they counter-attacked to break the 
deadlock in the 31st minute. After Steven Gerrard’s stray pass was pounced upon, 
Liverpool were exposed as Lukas Podolski exchanged passes with the outstanding 
Santi Cazorla. Glen Johnson was caught napping and Podolski punished him. 
Olivier Giroud should have added a second before the interval but blazed wide 
with just Pepe Reina to beat. Early in the second half Stewart Downing replaced 
Borini and Suarez had appeals for a penalty waved away after he appeared to be 
hauled back by Per Mertesacker. Reds debutant Nuri Sahin wasn’t able to show 
Arsenal what they’re missing as the on-loan Real Madrid midfielder clearly needs 
games and having been off the pace he made way for Shelvey. 
Hopes of a comeback were dashed in the 68th minute as Cazorla benefited from  

yet another Pepe Reina blunder. Just three days after being embarrassed against 
Hearts, Reina somehow allowed his fellow Spaniard’s shot to creep under him. 
Worryingly, rather than put last season’s poor form behind him Reina has simply 
started where he left off. At 2-0, heads dropped and belief ebbed away. Teenage 
winger Raheem Sterling, who had struck the post in the first half, was the only 
shining light as he refused to throw in the towel and once again proved he 
belongs at this level. Suarez and Shelvey went close to reducing the deficit late on 
but by then defeat was inevitable. 
The thousands of empty seats inside Anfield before the final whistle spoke 
volumes. The fans expected better – both yesterday and on deadline day. 

 
Acceptance of mediocrity is most damning assessment of LFC form 
ON what would have been Bill Shankly’s 99th birthday, there were echoes of the 
legendary manager’s tenure at Anfield yesterday. 
Worryingly for Brendan Rodgers, however, was that Liverpool chose to replicate 
one of the few low points of Shankly’s empire-building reign. 
Dire, dismal defeat to Arsenal consigned the Anfield outfit to their worst start to a 
league season since they announced their return to the top flight by taking only 
one point from their opening three games in 1962-63. There were no boos, no 
jeers and no sense of dissatisfaction from the home supporters that remained 
inside the stadium come referee Howard Webb’s final whistle. Instead, just a 
quiet acceptance this is where Liverpool are at right now. And this is most likely 
how things will be, at least until the January transfer window. Barely a fortnight 
into the campaign, Rodgers’ problems have already made themselves glaringly 
apparent. A goalkeeper off form. A leaky defence. A midfield shorn of its main 
defensive player. And a misfiring, lightweight attack. 
Clearly, any team would struggle with those shortcomings. But that they coincide 
with Rodgers attempting to impose his philosophy on the players only makes the 
job of winning over hearts and minds that more difficult for the Liverpool 
manager. So ends a miserable 48 hours for the Northern Irishman, whose 
attempts to bolster his squad’s attacking potency came to nothing on 
Friday’s deadline day. Questions will rightly be asked for some time why Fenway 
Sports Group allowed the release of Andy Carroll without sanctioning a 
replacement for the striker. But that alone cannot explain Liverpool’s hugely 
underwhelming start to Premier League life under Rodgers. 
It isn’t why Pepe Reina’s woes continued yesterday, unable to do much about 
Lukas Podolski’s 28th-minute opener but badly at fault for Santi Cazorla’s second-
half clincher. It isn’t why Liverpool’s defence, sorely missing the shield of Lucas 
Leiva, has now conceded seven goals in three league games, nearly all 
self-inflicted.And it isn’t why the present forward line, with Luis Suarez struggling 
for form, is still spluttering so painfully. But what other options does Rodgers 
have? The bench yesterday hardly offered any cause for optimism that Liverpool 
could find a way back into the game, Jonjo Shelvey and Stewart Downing the 
attack-minded players at the manager’s disposal. Indeed, the injured Lucas aside, 
new signing Oussama Assaidi and Joe Cole are the only other senior outfield 
professionals, barring any free agent arrivals, available to Rodgers until the New 
Year. Reina, too, has little genuine competition for his place, and there’s no doubt 
the Spaniard, whose star has dimmed during the last two 
years, needs to be pressurised into being shaken out of his current stagnation. 
Nuri Sahin, handed a debut after completing his season-long loan move from Real 
Madrid last week, would have been forgiven for having second thoughts on this 
evidence. After all, the Turkey international midfielder had been on the brink of 
signing for Arsenal on a similar deal until talks collapsed. Sahin had spent much of 
the previous campaign warming the Bernabeu bench, and it was unsurprising 
that, while neat in possession, large swathes of the game passed the midfielder 
by. But he wasn’t alone; only Raheem Sterling and Joe Allen emerged with any 
semblance of credit from a pitiful Liverpool display sullied by 
poor passing and an alarming lack of fight. The signs were ominous when they 
were unable to take early advantage of a nervy Arsenal backline, Arsenal’s stand-
in goalkeeper Vito Mannone, deputising for the injured Wojciech Szczesny, never 
seriously tested. Fabio Borini dragged an early shot wide when Steven Gerrard 
was well-placed for a pass and then fired over from the angle when fed by 
Luis Suarez after good initial skill by Sterling, before Agger failed to gain a proper 
connection to Gerrard’s right-wing corner. 
But Arsenal, having offered little in the final third, were ahead on 31 minutes 
when, for the third Premier League game in succession, Liverpool conceded after 
coughing up cheap possession. Gerrard’s pass to Suarez was intercepted close to 
the Arsenal penalty box, and within seconds a lightning counter-attack ended with 
Cazorla feeding Podolski inside the area for a neat finish, Glen Johnson unable to 
track the German’s intelligent run. While the width of the post denied Sterling an 
equaliser with an angled drive after Borini’s looping cross had caused panic inside 
the Arsenal area, Liverpool were unconvincing in their response as Abou Diaby 
dominated the midfield battle. 
Certainly, the absence of Lucas was patently obvious in the 41st minute when 
Diaby was allowed to run unchecked for 50 yards before slipping in Giroud who 
somehow fired wide with just Reina to beat. The chances kept coming for the 
visitors after the interval, Reina saving well to deny raiding full-backs Kieran Gibbs 
and Carl Jenkinson.  

http://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/liverpool-fc/lfc-player-profiles/luis-suarez/
http://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/liverpool-fc/lfc-player-profiles/luis-suarez/
http://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/liverpool-fc/lfc-player-profiles/fabio-borini/
http://www.liverpoolecho.co.uk/liverpool-fc/liverpool-fc-news/2012/09/01/liverpool-fc-manager-brendan-rodgers-suffers-bitter-transfer-deadline-day-disappointment-as-lfc-fail-to-sign-anyone-100252-31741523/
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But the Liverpool goalkeeper was badly at fault on 68 minutes when allowing a 
Cazorla shot bounce in off his body after the Spaniard 
played a clever give-and-go with Podolski. 
Liverpool were clueless in response. Suarez ambitiously claimed a penalty after 
clashing with Mertesacker when trying to reach Gerrard’s 
cross, and then drew a routine save from Mannone. 
The goalkeeper saved twice from substitute Jonjo Shelvey and Suarez scooped a 
late effort over, but Rodgers’ men were simply waiting to be put out of their 
misery. 
Fourth place? At this rate, many Liverpool supporters would settle for finishing 
fourth from bottom come next May. 

 

 
Abou Diaby demonstrates why he can be a Toure de force at Arsenal 
Both sides went into this fixture with question marks against their summer 
transfer dealings but Abou Diaby’s domineering performance offers hope he will 
vindicate Arsene Wenger’s decision not to replace Alex Song. 
In tandem with Mikel Arteta, Diaby was central to winning the midfield battle that 
enabled the Gunners to establish control of a game Lukas Podolski and Santi 
Cazorla ultimately settled further forward with their goals. 
Wenger will have enjoyed Diaby’s performance no end, especially as it came 
against Nuri Sahin, who joined Liverpool on a season-long loan from Real Madrid 
after the Arsenal boss withdrew his interest because he felt he already had too 
many similar players. 
Chief among them in Wenger’s thinking was Diaby. Sahin, anonymous before his 
67th-minute substitution, was wrongly identified in some quarters as a 
replacement for Song — in fact his strength is in creating rather than breaking up 
play — but equally Diaby has rarely demonstrated the skills necessary to anchor a 
midfield. 
Even the Arsenal website cites on his profile that Diaby is “arguably at his best in 
an advanced role”. More displays like this and an amendment will be required. 
Positional sense, defensive discipline and maturity in possession have all been 
valid criticisms but not yesterday. Arteta has become a superbly composed and 
consistent performer in Arsenal’s engine room and if Diaby can do the same, 
Wenger’s faith will finally be rewarded. 
Countless Wenger bulletins over an apparent lack of transfer inactivity have 
included the caveat “Diaby is returning”, often to responses of indifference, and 
he has taken a considerable gamble in placing such prominence in a player with 
such a dire injury record. 
The 26-year-old has started each of the Gunners’ first three Premier League 
games, which represents considerable progress after two years of intermittent 
activity. 
He made just five appearances last season — all from the bench — because of a 
variety of injuries. Diaby featured on a regular basis in the two-year period 
between 2008 and 2010 — 60 starts across two seasons — but there always 
seemed to be a residue effect in his fitness from the bad ankle fracture he 
suffered in 2006 after a tackle by Sunderland’s Dan Smith at the tail end of the 
season. 
Martin Skrtel received a caution for taking out Diaby just after half-time at Anfield 
yesterday and although he retreated into his shell for a period, completing 90 
minutes was an encouraging response in durability terms. 
“He has absolutely everything you want in midfield,” said Wenger. “He hasn’t 
played for a year but he had a good pre-season where we had him 45 minutes 
every three days and now he looks in good shape.” 
Wenger has often faltered in identifying Diaby’s best position. Diaby was used 
several times on the left wing in a bizarre experiment that seemed destined to 
fail, with a frame that suggests central midfield is his certain fate. 
Yesterday, he helped upset Liverpool’s passing rhythm but also gallivanted upfield 
to considerable effect. 
Rather than pigeon-hole him as Song 2.0, Diaby believes the more salient 
comparison is with Manchester City’s Yaya Toure, who has demonstrated an 
intuition as to exactly when to sit deep and when to drive his team forward. That 
is the challenge before him. 
“In our teams, Yaya Toure and me have very similar roles,” he said. “We can say 
that. I am not like Alex Song. We have many players who can take his place like 
[Francis] Coquelin or Mikel Arteta, who likes to play deep. I want to get forward 
— that’s me. I have defensive duties as well so I need to have a good shape 
defensively and, as soon as we get the ball, go forward. 
“I have to thank the manager because I have had tremendous support and as a 
player it is really important to have that support, from your team-mates as well. I 
have to say that during this period, they helped a lot. 
“I want to enjoy myself because I love football and to pay back the club, manager 
and team-mates as well. 
“Mentally it was a hard time but I love football. Football is my passion so it 
doesn’t matter what happened, I need to look forward and that is what I have 
done in this situation.” 
Wenger and counterpart Brendan Rodgers will both be searching for autumnal  
 

alchemy after a summer of change but Arsenal appear further advanced on this 
evidence. 
Podolski finished clinically from Cazorla’s pass after 31 minutes before the pair 
reversed roles as the game entered its final quarter. In between, Per Mertesacker 
was perhaps fortunate not to concede a penalty in front of the Kop as Luis Suarez 
went down under a clumsy challenge but referee Howard Webb was unmoved. 
Perhaps Webb was influenced by Suarez’s antic-riddled afternoon — the striker 
fell over more often than a three-legged horse — but in truth it was the only idea 
Liverpool had left without a target man to throw on. Andy Carroll was missed. 
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90:00+4:18Full time The referee ends the match. 
90:00+2:30 Luis Suarez gives away a free kick for an unfair challenge on Vassiriki 
Diaby. Direct free kick taken by Vito Mannone. 
90:00+1:50 Short corner taken by Steven Gerrard. The ball is delivered by Steven 
Gerrard, clearance by Olivier Giroud. 
90:00+0:55 Free kick taken by Clarindo Andre Santos. 
90:00+0:55Booking The referee shows Jonjo Shelvey a yellow card for unsporting 
behaviour. 
90:00+0:52 Unfair challenge on Aaron Ramsey by Jonjo Shelvey results in a free 
kick. 
89:37 Inswinging corner taken by Steven Gerrard from the left by-line, clearance 
by Clarindo Andre Santos. 
89:37SubstitutionThomas Vermaelen leaves the field to be replaced by Laurent 
Koscielny. 
89:37 Drilled right-footed shot by Jonjo Shelvey. Vito Mannone makes a save. 
87:42 Luis Suarez conjures a right-footed shot from inside the six-yard box that 
clears the bar. 
80:41 Corner taken right-footed by Steven Gerrard, clearance by Clarindo Andre 
Santos. 
80:41SubstitutionLukas Podolski goes off and Clarindo Andre Santos comes on. 
80:41 Shot by Stewart Downing. Blocked by Kieran Gibbs. 
85:58 Shot by Jonjo Shelvey. Save made by Vito Mannone. 
85:16 Centre by Glen Johnson, clearance by Thomas Vermaelen. 
83:08 Steven Gerrard gives away a free kick for an unfair challenge on Mikel 
Arteta. Mikel Arteta restarts play with the free kick. 
82:02 Corner taken by Santi Cazorla played to the near post, Olivier Giroud has a 
headed effort from close range and clears the crossbar. 
81:43 A cross is delivered by Steven Gerrard, Kieran Gibbs makes a clearance. 
80:41 Corner taken right-footed by Steven Gerrard from the left by-line, clearance 
by Clarindo Andre Santos. 
80:41SubstitutionClarindo Andre Santos comes on in place of Lukas Podolski. 
80:41 Stewart Downing produces a curled left-footed shot from 20 yards. Kieran 
Gibbs gets a block in. 
80:14 Jonjo Shelvey delivers the ball, clearance by Thomas Vermaelen. 
79:13 The assistant referee flags for offside against Sanchez Jose Enrique. Mikel 
Arteta takes the indirect free kick. 
77:50 Corner taken right-footed by Santi Cazorla to the near post, Foul by Thomas 
Vermaelen on Jose Reina, free kick awarded. Jose Reina restarts play with the free 
kick. 
74:16 Raheem Sterling produces a cross, clearance made by Per Mertesacker. 
Jonjo Shelvey produces a right-footed shot from just outside the box that goes 
wide right of the goal. 
71:58SubstitutionAaron Ramsey joins the action as a substitute, replacing Alex 
Oxlade-Chamberlain. 
71:42 Glen Johnson sends in a cross, save by Vito Mannone. 
68:48 Kieran Gibbs challenges Stewart Downing unfairly and gives away a free 
kick. Glen Johnson takes the direct free kick. 
67:19 Assist by Lukas Podolski. 
67:19Goal scored Goal - Santi Cazorla - Liverpool 0 - 2 ArsenalSanti Cazorla gets on 
the score sheet with a goal from close in to the top left corner of the goal. 
Liverpool 0-2 Arsenal. 
66:14SubstitutionJonjo Shelvey comes on in place of Nuri Sahin. 
65:00 Santi Cazorla produces a left-footed shot from just outside the box that 
goes wide right of the goal. 
64:15 Centre by Raheem Sterling, Stewart Downing has a headed effort at goal 
from deep inside the area missing to the right of the target. 
63:51 The ball is crossed by Steven Gerrard, Vito Mannone makes a save. 
63:17 Stewart Downing takes a shot. Blocked by Thomas Vermaelen. Outswinging 
corner taken by Steven Gerrard from the right by-line, clearance made by Per 
Mertesacker. 
62:09 Mikel Arteta fouled by Stewart Downing, the ref awards a free kick. Vito 
Mannone restarts play with the free kick. 
61:08 Shot by Daniel Agger from 35 yards. Save by Vito Mannone. 
60:12 Carl Jenkinson takes a shot. Jose Reina makes a save. 
57:13 Luis Suarez produces a drilled right-footed shot from 18 yards. Save by Vito 
Mannone. Corner taken by Nuri Sahin, clearance made by Lukas Podolski. 
56:35 Inswinging corner taken right-footed by Steven Gerrard played to the near 
post, clearance made by Olivier Giroud. 
56:02 Inswinging corner taken left-footed by Stewart Downing from the right by-
line to the near post, Olivier Giroud makes a clearance. 
53:52SubstitutionFabio Borini leaves the field to be replaced by Stewart Downing. 
52:58 The ball is crossed by Fabio Borini, clearance by Carl Jenkinson. Sanchez 
Jose Enrique takes a shot from just inside the penalty box which clears the bar. 
52:06 Kieran Gibbs takes a shot. Save made by Jose Reina. 
50:51 Steven Gerrard delivers the ball. 
47:58 Sanchez Jose Enrique challenges Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain unfairly and  

gives away a free kick. Vito Mannone restarts play with the free kick. 
46:47 Mikel Arteta takes the direct free kick. 
46:47Booking Martin Skrtel is shown a yellow card for unsporting behaviour. 
46:43 Free kick awarded for an unfair challenge on Vassiriki Diaby by Martin 
Skrtel. 
45:53 Santi Cazorla takes a shot. Daniel Agger gets a block in. 
45:01 The second half kicks off. 
45:00+2:35Half time The match has reached half-time. 
45:00+2:01 Fabio Borini gives away a free kick for an unfair challenge on Lukas 
Podolski. Direct free kick taken by Vito Mannone. 
45:00+1:45 Sanchez Jose Enrique produces a cross, Thomas Vermaelen manages 
to make a clearance. 
45:00+0:29 Glen Johnson crosses the ball, save by Vito Mannone. 
45:00+0:14 Thomas Vermaelen concedes a free kick for a foul on Nuri Sahin. Joe 
Allen takes the free kick. 
44:18 Nuri Sahin challenges Mikel Arteta unfairly and gives away a free kick. The 
free kick is delivered right-footed by Santi Cazorla from right channel, clearance 
by Glen Johnson. 
43:46 The offside flag is raised against Raheem Sterling. Vito Mannone restarts 
play with the free kick. 
40:29 Effort from deep inside the area by Olivier Giroud misses to the left of the 
goal. 
39:47 Fabio Borini takes a shot. Blocked by Thomas Vermaelen. 
38:24 Mikel Arteta challenges Joe Allen unfairly and gives away a free kick. Direct 
free kick taken by Sanchez Jose Enrique. 
37:53 Shot from close in by Raheem Sterling misses to the left of the target. 
36:28 Corner taken right-footed by Steven Gerrard from the left by-line, Thomas 
Vermaelen manages to make a clearance. Inswinging corner taken from the left 
by-line by Steven Gerrard, Lukas Podolski makes a clearance. 
35:32 Luis Suarez gives away a free kick for an unfair challenge on Mikel Arteta. 
Direct free kick taken by Mikel Arteta. 
34:59 Vassiriki Diaby delivers the ball, clearance by Martin Skrtel. 
34:34 Steven Gerrard sends in a cross, clearance made by Per Mertesacker. 
33:28 Lukas Podolski takes a shot. Save made by Jose Reina. 
30:08 Assist by Santi Cazorla. 
30:08Goal scored Goal - Lukas Podolski - Liverpool 0 - 1 ArsenalLukas Podolski 
grabs a goal from close range to the bottom right corner of the goal. Liverpool 0-1 
Arsenal. 
26:01 Luis Suarez takes the direct free kick. Right-footed shot by Steven Gerrard. 
26:01Booking Mikel Arteta booked for unsporting behaviour. 
25:56 Raheem Sterling fouled by Mikel Arteta, the ref awards a free kick. 
24:24 The ball is sent over by Kieran Gibbs, clearance by Sanchez Jose Enrique. 
Free kick awarded for an unfair challenge on Jose Reina by Olivier Giroud. Direct 
free kick taken by Jose Reina. 
23:46 Santi Cazorla fouled by Sanchez Jose Enrique, the ref awards a free kick. 
Free kick taken by Mikel Arteta. 
20:15 Free kick awarded for an unfair challenge on Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain by 
Luis Suarez. Free kick taken by Thomas Vermaelen. 
18:31 The ball is crossed by Kieran Gibbs, Martin Skrtel manages to make a 
clearance. 
17:59 Long range effort by Thomas Vermaelen goes wide right of the net. 
16:53 Foul by Fabio Borini on Kieran Gibbs, free kick awarded. The free kick is 
delivered right-footed by Santi Cazorla from left wing, Steven Gerrard makes a 
clearance. 
13:26 Luis Suarez produces a header from deep inside the six-yard box that clears 
the crossbar. 
12:55 The ball is crossed by Fabio Borini, clearance by Thomas Vermaelen. 
11:36 Steven Gerrard takes a outswinging corner. 
10:59 Santi Cazorla takes a shot. Save by Jose Reina. 
10:41 The ball is crossed by Lukas Podolski, clearance by Sanchez Jose Enrique. 
9:36 Effort from the edge of the box by Fabio Borini goes wide of the right-hand 
upright. 
8:18 The assistant referee flags for offside against Glen Johnson. Kieran Gibbs 
takes the free kick. 
5:38 Luis Suarez produces a strike on goal direct from the free kick. 
5:38Booking Caution for Per Mertesacker. 
5:33 Free kick awarded for an unfair challenge on Luis Suarez by Per Mertesacker. 
4:44 Shot from just outside the penalty box by Fabio Borini misses to the left of 
the target. 
2:26 Olivier Giroud is ruled offside. Jose Reina takes the free kick. 
0:00 The match has kicked off. 

 


